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1. Structured rule for H.R. 3826. 
2. Provides one hour of general debate equally divided and controlled by the 

chair and ranking minority member of the Committee on Energy and 
Commerce. 

3. Waives all points of order against consideration of the bill. 
4. Makes in order as original text for the purpose of amendment an 

amendment in the nature of a substitute consisting of the text of Rules 
Committee Print 113-40 and provides that it shall be considered as read. 

5. Waives all points of order against that amendment in the nature of a 
substitute. 

6. Makes in order only those further amendments printed in the Rules 
Committee report.  Each such amendment may be offered only in the 
order printed in the report, may be offered only by a Member designated 
in the report, shall be considered as read, shall be debatable for the time 
specified in the report equally divided and controlled by the proponent and 
an opponent, shall not be subject to amendment, and shall not be subject 
to a demand for division of the question. 

7. Waives all points of order against the amendments printed in the report. 
8. Provides one motion to recommit with or without instructions. 
9. Closed rule for H.R. 4118. 
10. Provides one hour of debate equally divided and controlled by the chair 

and ranking minority member of the Committee on Ways and Means. 
11. Waives all points of order against consideration of the bill. 
12. Provides that the bill shall be considered as read. 
13. Waives all points of order against provisions in the bill.   

   



14. Provides one motion to recommit. 
 

          

          

  

RESOLUTION 
 

   

          

  

Resolved, That at any time after adoption of this resolution the Speaker may, 
pursuant to clause 2(b) of rule XVIII, declare the House resolved into the Committee 
of the Whole House on the state of the Union for consideration of the bill (H.R. 3826) 
to provide direction to the Administrator of the Environmental Protection Agency 
regarding the establishment of standards for emissions of any greenhouse gas from 
fossil fuel-fired electric utility generating units, and for other purposes. The first 
reading of the bill shall be dispensed with. All points of order against consideration 
of the bill are waived. General debate shall be confined to the bill and shall not 
exceed one hour equally divided and controlled by the chair and ranking minority 
member of the Committee on Energy and Commerce. After general debate the bill 
shall be considered for amendment under the five-minute rule. It shall be in order to 
consider as an original bill for the purpose of amendment under the five-minute rule 
an amendment in the nature of a substitute consisting of the text of Rules 
Committee Print 113-40. That amendment in the nature of a substitute shall be 
considered as read. All points of order against that amendment in the nature of a 
substitute are waived. No amendment to that amendment in the nature of a 
substitute shall be in order except those printed in the report of the Committee on 
Rules accompanying this resolution. Each such amendment may be offered only in 
the order printed in the report, may be offered only by a Member designated in the 
report, shall be considered as read, shall be debatable for the time specified in the 
report equally divided and controlled by the proponent and an opponent, shall not be 
subject to amendment, and shall not be subject to a demand for division of the 
question in the House or in the Committee of the Whole. All points of order against 
such amendments are waived. At the conclusion of consideration of the bill for 
amendment the Committee shall rise and report the bill to the House with such 
amendments as may have been adopted. Any Member may demand a separate vote 
in the House on any amendment adopted in the Committee of the Whole to the bill or 
to the amendment in the nature of a substitute made in order as original text. The 
previous question shall be considered as ordered on the bill and amendments thereto 
to final passage without intervening motion except one motion to recommit with or 
without instructions.  

Sec. 2. Upon adoption of this resolution it shall be in order to consider in the 
House the bill (H.R. 4118) to amend the Internal Revenue Code of 1986 to delay the 
implementation of the penalty for failure to comply with the individual health 
insurance mandate. All points of order against consideration of the bill are waived. 
The bill shall be considered as read. All points of order against provisions in the bill 
are waived. The previous question shall be considered as ordered on the bill and on 
any amendment thereto to final passage without intervening motion except: (1) one 

  



hour of debate equally divided and controlled by the chair and ranking minority 
member of the Committee on Ways and Means; and (2) one motion to recommit.  

 

          

 

SUMMARY OF AMENDMENTS TO H.R. 3826 PROPOSED TO BE MADE IN ORDER 
 

(summaries derived from information provided by sponsors) 
 

Sponsor # Description Debate Time 

1. Smith, Lamar 
(TX), 
Schweikert (AZ) 

#4 Requires the Administrator to apply the specific criteria, 
under the bill, for setting a standard based on the best 
system of emission reduction for new sources within the 
coal category, when setting a standard for any fossil fuel 
category. 

(10 minutes) 

2. Capps (CA), 
McNerney (CA) 

#5 Allows the EPA to consider all pollution control 
technologies being used in the United States or elsewhere 
when setting new power plant emission standards.  

(10 minutes) 

3. Capito (WV) #1 Clarifies that the bill does not preclude a performance 
standard that is based on a technology developed in a 
foreign country, as long as that technology has been 
demonstrated to be achievable at a power plant in the 
United States.  

(10 minutes) 

4. McKinley 
(WV) 

#2 Requires the EPA when submitting their report to 
Congress to consult with the Energy Information 
Administration; Comptroller General; National Energy 
Technology Laboratory; and the National Institute for 
Standards and Technology.  

(10 minutes) 

5. McKinley 
(WV) 

#3 When reporting to the Congress, the amendment will, 
additionally, require the EPA to look at the economic 
impact of such rule or guidelines, including the potential 
effects on: require capital investments and projected costs 
for operation and maintenance of new equipment required 
to be installed; and the global competitiveness of the 
United States. 

(10 minutes) 

6. Schakowsky 
(IL), Lowenthal 
(CA) 

#8 (LATE)(REVISED) Accepts the scientific finding of the 
EPA that greenhouse gas pollution is "contributing to 
long-lasting changes in our climate that can have a range 
of negative effects." 

(10 minutes) 

7. Latta (OH) #7 Clarifies that the definition of “demonstration project” 
refers to projects that are receiving federal government 
funding or financial assistance.  

(10 minutes) 
 
 

 

http://www.rules.house.gov/amendments/Smith0133141354335433.pdf
http://www.rules.house.gov/amendments/Smith0133141354335433.pdf
http://www.rules.house.gov/amendments/Smith0133141354335433.pdf
http://www.rules.house.gov/amendments/CAPPS_01_xml3314151601161.pdf
http://www.rules.house.gov/amendments/CAPPS_01_xml3314151601161.pdf
http://www.rules.house.gov/amendments/Capito228141650505050.pdf
http://www.rules.house.gov/amendments/3826MCK134140842574257.pdf
http://www.rules.house.gov/amendments/3826MCK134140842574257.pdf
http://www.rules.house.gov/amendments/3826MCK234140850145014.pdf
http://www.rules.house.gov/amendments/3826MCK234140850145014.pdf
http://www.rules.house.gov/amendments/D_03_xml3414091802182.pdf
http://www.rules.house.gov/amendments/D_03_xml3414091802182.pdf
http://www.rules.house.gov/amendments/D_03_xml3414091802182.pdf
http://www.rules.house.gov/amendments/Latta34140959435943.pdf


 
 
 
 

 

  8. Waxman     
(CA) 

#6 (REVISED) Provides that the bill takes effect when the 
Administrator of the EIA certifies that another Federal 
program, other than one under section 111 of the Clean 
Air Act, will reduce carbon pollution in at least equivalent 
quantities, with similar timing and from the same sources 
as the reductions required under the rules and guidelines 
nullified by section 4. 

(10 minutes) 

 

http://www.rules.house.gov/amendments/D_08_xml34141652495249.pdf
http://www.rules.house.gov/amendments/D_08_xml34141652495249.pdf

